In utero cocaine exposure: observations of fetal behavioral state may predict neonatal outcome.
Components of fetal behavioral state organization reflect the successful integration of the central nervous system, have a specific developmental timetable, and can be studied with fetal ultrasonographic techniques. To test the hypothesis that evaluation of state organization is a marker of abnormal central nervous system maturation and a predictor of risk, we studied 20 fetuses and newborns exposed to cocaine in utero. Fetal assessments were accomplished by serial ultrasonographic examination, videotaped, and scored by a scheme developed by the authors to assess organization and regulation of behavioral states. Newborn neurobehavioral assessments also emphasized organization and regulation of behavioral state. Abnormal or delayed state behavior was identified in 13 of 20 fetuses. State organization was evaluated as suspect or abnormal for 16 of the 20 exposed newborns. Disorganized behavioral state in the fetus successfully predicted abnormal newborn behavior. These findings support the concepts that cocaine exposure disrupts central nervous system development and that fetal assessment of state is predictive of neonatal outcome.